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Outliers are often ignored or even removed from data analysis.
In cancer, however, single outlier cells can be of major impor-
tance, since they have uncommon characteristics that may con-
fer capacity to invade, metastasize, or resist to therapy. Here we
present the Single-Cell OUTlier analysis (SCOUT), a resource
for single-cell data analysis focusing on outlier cells, and the
SCOUT Selector (SCOUTS), an application to systematically
apply SCOUT on a dataset over a wide range of biological mark-
ers. Using publicly available datasets of cancer samples ob-
tained from mass cytometry and single-cell RNA-seq platforms,
outlier cells for the expression of proteins or RNAs were identi-
fied and compared to their non-outlier counterparts among dif-
ferent samples. Our results show that analyzing single-cell data
using SCOUT can uncover key information not easily observed
in the analysis of the whole population.
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Introduction
Individual cells in a tumor are characterized by complex and
dynamic profiles in gene expression and phenotypes that ul-
timately lead to treatment failure and disease recurrence. The
combination of high parameterization and high throughput in
single-cell techniques is essential for the detection and char-
acterization of rare cells, as is the case of cancer stem cells
or specific subpopulations of immune cells, that are present
within the tumor mass and can be relevant for resistance to
therapy (1, 2).
Outliers are observation points in a dataset that fall far out-
side the typically expected variation, occurring due to large
discrepancy among observations in a group or due to exper-
imental errors, which often leads to their a priori exclusion
from data analysis (3). Nevertheless, cancer cells are espe-
cially varied and excluding outliers may impede the study of
small subgroups or even individual cells with exceptional and
important characteristics. To select and analyze these outliers
we developed the Single-Cell OUTlier analysis (SCOUT, fig.
1A, see also Sup. Mat. Video 1). While SCOUT does
not account for mutlivariate outlier analysis (4), it provides a
more straightforward biological interpretation of the selected
cells: outliers for a given marker can be directly linked to that
marker’s metabolic implications.

How it works
To detect outlier cells, SCOUT uses the labeling method de-
scribed by Tukey (5), also known as the boxplot method.

Tukey’s method makes no distributional assumptions and
does not depend on mean or standard deviation measures.
Outliers are detected according to cutoffs established by:

(i) determining the first and third quartiles of the sample;

(ii) calculating the interquartile range (IQR);

(iii) multiplying the IQR by a Tukey Factor (TF);

(iv) summing the value obtained in the previous step to the
third quartile.

The result is the cutoff for outliers at the top of the popula-
tion distribution. Alternatively, one may subtract the value
obtained in iii) from the first quartile, in order to obtain the
cutoff for bottom outliers. The stringency of the detection
depends on the value chosen for the TF; a TF of 1.5 detects
possible outliers, while a TF of 3 detects probable outliers
(fig. 1B, upper) (6). The resulting cells are deemed as out-
liers for the given marker.
In order to systematically select outlier cells from a popula-
tion across multiple markers, we developed the Single-Cell
OUTlier selector (SCOUTS). The outlier selection is per-
formed according to settings defined by the user through a
graphical user interface (GUI) (fig. 1B, lower). SCOUTS is
a free, open-source software written in Python and distributed
under the MIT license. For instructions on how to download
and use SCOUTS, please read the Software availability sec-
tion. See also Sup Mat. Video 2.
In SCOUTS, outliers can be defined as Outliers by Sample
(OutS) - where outliers for each parameter are determined in
each sample independently (fig. 1C, upper), or as Outliers
by Reference (OutR), where a reference sample, such as a
control sample, is used to determine the outlier cutoff for all
other samples (fig. 1C, lower). Finally, possible results ob-
tained when analyzing outliers identified by SCOUTS, such
as alterations in their abundance or expression levels for a
specific parameter, are illustrated in fig. 1D.

Applications
We applied SCOUT to a publicly available mass cytome-
try dataset consisting of patient-derived melanoma samples
treated with BRAFV600E and MEK inhibitors (MEL-MC),
containing paired samples of each patient before (Pre-Tx)
and after four weeks of treatment (Week4) (7). In fig. 2A,
heatmaps show the expression of different markers in the
whole population, non-outliers and OutS for one of the pa-
tient samples. The Out/Non-out ratio, which corresponds to
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Fig. 1. SCOUT and SCOUTS overview. A. Rare outlier cells with specific characteristics that are not reflected by the average population (bar plot) can represent key
elements in cancer cell phenotypes or response to treatment. B. Upper : outlier detection by Tukey’s boxplot method. Dashed lines correspond to cutoff values either for
top (orange) or bottom (blue) outliers. Lower : SCOUTS interface workflow. C. Outliers can be chosen by individual samples (OutS) or by a reference sample (OutR). D.
Theoretical examples of possible alterations revealed by SCOUT when analyzing outliers. TF: Tukey factor; IQR: interquartile range; Q25 first quartile; Q75: third quartile.
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the ratio between the mean expression in outliers and non-
outliers, and Relative ratios, corresponding to ratios between
treated and untreated samples, are also shown.
The comparisons between the Relative ratio of the whole
population and the Relative Out/Non-out ratio demonstrate
that SCOUT can uncover effects not observed in an average-
based analysis of the total cell population. Taking the marker
β-catenin as an example, there was an approximate 2.6-fold
increase in the mean expression of the whole population af-
ter treatment, but this increase was due to a large increment
in the number and expression levels of outliers only (fig. 2B,
upper left and middle). The Out/Non-out ratios corroborated
this finding, changing from 1.9 to 5.8 (fig. 2B, red), a 3.8-
magnitude increase in natural logarithmic scale (approximate
50x linear increase). A difference between outliers and non-
outliers was also observed for markers like Nestin (fig. 2B,
lower left), in which the mean expression in the whole pop-
ulation significantly decreased, yet the Out/Non-out ratio in-
creased with treatment. Notably, both β-catenin and Nestin
are known to be involved in pro-tumorigenic features, includ-
ing drug resistance (8–10). OutS and OutR of β-catenin were
very similar. Nonetheless, the differences between OutS and
OutR of Nestin highlight the fact that there was a decrease
in expression in the whole population with treatment and a
consequent lower cutoff value in the Week4 sample, leading
to a small amount of OutR when compared to OutS (fig. 2B,
lower right).
SCOUT was next applied to single-cell RNA-seq data us-
ing a dataset of glioblastoma (GBM) patient-derived samples
downloaded from GEO (11). Even though dealing with much
smaller numbers of cells per sample (around 1,000 cells, 40x
less than the mass cytometry dataset), SCOUT was able to
detect outliers and reveal distinct patterns of gene expression
in OutS of different samples. The PJ017 sample, for exam-
ple, which had the EGFR gene amplified, had a high number
of EGFR outliers. Notably, when we analyzed the expression
of all other genes within the EGFR outliers we found that
some genes had enriched expression in this subpopulation,
such as CD44 and R0S6 (fig. 2C, left). The PJ016 sample,
on the other hand, had a high number of RPS6 outliers, with
concomitant high expression levels of STAT3 (fig. 2C, right).
The example provided above indicates that there is poten-
tial value in examining multiple parameters within specific
subsets of outliers that are established using only a single
parameter. In this sense, it is noteworthy that integrative ap-
proaches of analysis can be performed in the outliers selected
by SCOUT, such as the evaluation of expression correlations
between markers in outliers and its comparison to correla-
tions found in the whole population. These approaches may
aggregate information on different targets that can be used to
comprehend the biological implications of the outlier cells.

Conclusion
Using SCOUT we were able to detect outliers for the expres-
sion of important molecules related to cancer progression and
provide information on these rare cells that would be over-
looked with other analytical approaches. To facilitate the ap-

plication of this approach to data from different single-cell
analysis platforms a GUI application, SCOUTS, was devel-
oped. Although caution should always be taken to avoid deal-
ing with possible experimental artifacts, the study of outlier
cells in cancer may contribute to the discovery of new ther-
apeutic targets and aid in the design of more effective drug
combinations.

Material and methods
SCOUTS: a GUI for applying SCOUT systematically.
SCOUTS uses SCOUT to systematically select outliers as
previously described. It accepts tabular data as input (either
as a .csv or a .xlsx file), where the columns represent each
marker, and rows represent the individual cells composing
the population. The first row (header) must contain the names
of the parameters, while the first column is reserved for cell
and sample identification. We provide an example dataset on
the project’s GitHub page.
Since sample naming conventions may vary widely between
datasets, SCOUTS cannot automatically identify samples
from a dataset only by reading the sample name column. To
overcome this limitation, sample names must be individually
input. SCOUTS allocates rows that contains the same user-
defined text string as belonging to the same sample.
SCOUTS is able to select cells that are outliers for each
marker, or all cells that are outliers for at least one marker.
Additionally, it is also possible to select outliers at the bottom
of the population distribution (low-expression outliers), or se-
lect that are not outliers. Furthermore, the user can choose to
use one or both selection methods described in the main ar-
ticle: Outliers by Sample (OutS) and Outliers by Reference
(OutR) (fig. 1C). The results are saved to a user-designated
output folder in multiple files.
Ideally, the dataset should be preprocessed prior to SCOUTS.
Since data preprocessing will depend on the nature of the ex-
periment and analytical goals, we made the design choice of
not to include preprocessing directly into SCOUTS’s work-
flow. However, SCOUTS provides the option of gating out
poorly-stained cells (for mass cytometry data) and zero-read
values (for scRNA-seq data).

Test datasets. The MEL-MC mass cytometry dataset was
downloaded from the FlowRepository database (ID: FR-
FCM-ZYW7). The dataset consisted of melanoma samples
from patients enrolled in a clinical trial in which biopsies
were collected before and 4 weeks after treatment with tar-
geted BRAF and MEK inhibitors (dabrafenib and trametinib,
respectively) (7). Samples of three patients were chosen for
analysis: MP29, MP34 and MP59 and, within these sam-
ples, only tumor cells that presented low (below the popu-
lation median) CD45 expression were considered. The GBM
scRNA-seq dataset was downloaded from GEO (GEO ac-
cession GSE103224) and consisted of GBM patient-derived
samples obtained from different donors (11).
The MEL-MC dataset was already normalized and gated (7),
and we further selected the option provided in SCOUTS to
exclude poorly stained cells, where for each cell the mean
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Fig. 2. SCOUT applications using different single-cell datasets. A. Heatmaps of marker expression before (Pre-Tx) and after (Week4) treatment for sample MP29 of the
MEL-MC dataset. Dashed black boxes denote specific markers selected for analysis. B. Violin plots of data shown in A. for β-catenin (upper ) and Nestin (lower ) outliers
(OutS). Plots on the right present a comparison between OutS and OutR for each of these markers after treatment. C. SCOUT results for single-cell RNA-seq data. Left : violin
and dot plots of EGFR expression and expression of other genes in EGFR outliers of patient PJ017. Right : violin and dot plots of RPS6 expression and expression of other
markers in RPS6 outliers of patient PJ016. In Figures 2B and C, # indicates the absolute number of outliers. Black, orange and green numbers represent mean expression in
the whole population, in the outlier population, and the non-outlier population, respectively. Numbers in red correspond to Out/Non-out ratios, while blue numbers represent
Relative Out/Non-out ratios.
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expression of all markers is calculated and cells with a mean
value lower than 0.1 are considered as poorly stained and ex-
cluded from the analysis.
scRNA-seq results, due to the small amounts of starting mate-
rial and low sampling, have inherently more noise than those
obtained from bulk RNA-seq experiments (12) and, as a con-
sequence, expression matrices usually contain excessive zero
values. Therefore, for the GBM single-cell RNA-seq dataset,
as a large number of zeros was observed for all samples, zero
values were excluded to determine the cutoffs in the samples
using the option provided in SCOUTS.

Software availability. An overview of SCOUTS, as well as
installation instructions, can be found at:
www.ufrgs.br/labsinal/scouts.
The source code for SCOUTS is deposited at:
https://github.com/jfaccioni/scouts.
For a more in-depth explanation of how SCOUTS works,
please read the full documentation at:
https://scouts.readthedocs.io/en/master/.
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